This list represents scholarly research into the impacts of place-based scholarship or “Promise” programs.

**General and Multi-site**


**El Dorado Promise**


**Kalamazoo Promise**


Bartik, Timothy J., and Marta Lachowska. 2013. "*The Short-Term Effects of the Kalamazoo Promise Scholarship on Student Outcomes*." In New Analyses of Worker Well-Being, Research in Labor Economics, Volume 38, Bingley, UK: Emerald Group Publishing Limited, pp. 37-76. Also available as a working paper and article.


**Knox Achieves**


**New Haven Promise**


**Pittsburgh Promise**


**Say Yes to Education**


Note to researchers: If you have carried out or know of research that should be a part of this bibliography, please send bibliographic information to miller-adams@upjohn.org.